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periodic table. in particular Al, Ga, and In [4, 5, 6, 7]. At the
same time, aluminum is considered the most promising dopant
because it allows obtaining stable low-resistivity material with
high transparency in the visible spectrum [8]. In this regard,
ZnO:Al is seen as an environmentally friendly alternative to
more expensive indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) for use as an
effective conductive layer of thin film solar cells [9, 10],
microwave absorbing coatings, sterilizer, and antifreeze
coatings [11]. In addition, ZnO:Al condensates are widely
used as a base material for photocatalysts [12, 13], ethanol
sensors [14, 15] and others.

Abstract— Undoped and Al doped ZnO films are obtained
by chemical bath deposition onto glass substrates. Investigations
of the effect of reaction time on structural and sub-structural
features were carried out using high resolution scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction analysis. The effects of
deposition time on elemental composition are found. Deposited
ZnO and ZnO:Al films have a hexagonal structure with growth
texture of [002]. Lattice constants of undoped material weakly
depend on the time of synthesis and vary in the range of a =
0.32486-0.32548 nm, c = 0.52064-0.52149 nm. Simultaneously,
lattice constants of Al doped ZnO films vary in the wide range: a
= 0.32490-0.31997 nm, c = 0.52293-0.52116 nm. The coherent
scattering domain size (CSD) of undoped ZnO are in the range of
(L(100) = (24.5 - 27.3) nm, L(002) = (26.4 - 28.8) nm, L(101) = (25.0 27.1) nm). In the ZnO:Al films the CSD size increased with
increasing the duration of their synthesis from 45 to 90 min (L(100)
= (19.5 - 52.3) nm, L(002) = (23.2 - 55.0) nm, L(101) = (17.6 - 48.3)
nm). Further increase of reaction time up to 120 min led to a
significant reduction of the CSD size in all crystallographic
directions (L(100) = 38.0 nm, L(002) = 39.0 nm, L(101) = 39.4 nm)
which was due to the peculiarities of ZnO:Al growth.

Numerous physical and chemical methods are used for
obtaining undoped and doped thin films and nanostructures of
ZnO:Al. They include magnetron sputtering [16], pulsed laser
deposition [17], chemical vapor deposition [18], spin-coating
[19], spray pyrolysis, [20], electrochemical deposition [21],
sol-gel method [22, 23], and chemical bath deposition [24-26].
The advantages of physical methods include the possibility of
producing the more advanced structural layers of zinc oxide.
Along with this, the main disadvantage of physical methods is
the technologically complexity of the process that leads to the
high cost of the finished devices. In contrast to the physical
methods, chemical
processes are characterized by the
simplicity and efficiency. Chemical bath deposition (CBD) is
one of the most promising among chemical methods because it
does not require high temperature and pressure during the
process. Moreover, for the deposition of ZnO layers,
substrates of different types, shapes and sizes, including
flexible, can be used. Also the chemical growth method
enables obtaining of condensates with different structural
characteristics from nanostructured to continues films [27].

Keywords ZnO; ZnO:Al, chemical bath deposition, structure,
sub-structure.

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
Zinc Oxide is a wide band gap (Eg = 3.3 eV at 300 K)
semiconductor with a high electron mobility, large exciton
binding energy (60 meV), and excellent thermal and chemical
stability [1]. Owing to its unique combination of optical and
electro-physical properties, ZnO is of interest for opto-,
acoustoelectronics, spintronics, sensors, and solar cell device
applications [2]. Zinc Oxide is usually n-type semiconductor,
which is determined by the formation of intrinsic point defects
such as oxygen vacancies (Vo) and Zn interstisial (Zni) in the
crystal lattice [3]. One of the effective ways to enhance the
conductivity of ZnO is doping by elements of group III of the

However, commercial use of ZnO in device applications is
limited by lack of structural investigation of CBD - ZnO:Al
condensates. Additionally, studies of the influence of doping
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impurity of ZnO on structural and sub-structural properties
have attracted special attention.

the XRD pattern. This angle was determined for the hexagonal
cell, using the equations given in Ref. 30. The orientation

In the present work we present comparizon of the
structural properties of undoped and Al doped ZnO films.
Also the results of investigations of influence of physical and
chemical conditions of their synthesis on texture quality,
lattice constants and coherent scattering domain size (CSD)
are presented.

factor was estimated via equation f 

Estimation of the interplanar distances of ZnO hexagonal
lattice was carried out from the position of Kα1 component of
all of the most intense lines present in the X-ray pattern.
Calculation of a and c lattice parameters of hexagonal cell
was performed by formulas

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Synthesis of ZnO and ZnO:Al Films
Undoped and Al doped ZnO films were obtained by
chemical bath deposition from an aqueous solution by
changing the duration and number of immersions in a solution
with precursors. As the substrate we used glass which was
previously cleaned in acetone, isopropanol and ethanol. Zinc
nitrate solution (0.1 M) was used as a precursor for zinc oxide
layers. To maintain pH at 10, we added a solution of
ammonia. For doping of zinc oxide films, an additional
solution of aluminum nitrate and KOH was prepared.
Obtained solution was mixed by a magnetic stirrer. The
temperature of the chemical reactor was 85 °C. The reaction
time was varied from 30 to 120 min. It should be noted that
after the deposition duration of 60 minutes or more the
depletion of the reagents occurred, which led to the
termination of films deposition. Therefore the substrates were
immersed in a new solution after τ = 60 min. After the
deposition, the samples were dried in nitrogen atmosphere and
annealed in air at 350 °C.
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The ratio c/ a was considered equal to the value defined in
the reference (c/a = 1.601) [29]. Furthermore, in order to
obtain precise values of crystallographic constants we used the
extrapolation method of Nelson-Riley [31]. The linear
approximation of obtained points were carried out using the
least squares method by OriginPro software. To clarify the
constants a and c of hexagonal phase we used a graphical
method of successive approximations [31]. The process was
repeated until the values of a, c, c/a converged (usually 4
iterations).
The average size of CSD, L in the films was calculate via
K
Scherrer equation [30]: L =
, where K is the
 cos
coefficient that depends on the shape of grain (K = 0.94);  is
the physical broadening of diffraction lines.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Features of growth of undoped ZnO films were discussed
in [26].
Figure 1 shows SEM images of cross-section and surface
morphology of the synthesized Al doped ZnO films. Studies
have shown that ZnO:Al layers had good adhesion to the
surface of the glass substrates. Films synthesized for τ < 60
min were optically transparent, and with increased thickness,
they became white. The final thickness of the zinc oxide films
was d = 3.2 μm (Fig. 1a).

The crystalline quality of the ZnO:Al films was
determined by Harris method which was especially convenient
for flat samples with axis of the texture tested oriented normal
to the surface [28]. The pole density was calculated using the
Pi 



where λ is the X-rays wavelength.

B. Characterization
Morphology investigations of synthesized samples were
performed using a scanning electron microscope (ZEISS
Avirguda). Structural studies were made using an X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker D8 Advance) with Ni-filtered Kα radiation of copper anode. The X-ray was focused using the
Bragg–Brentano method [28]. The study of obtained XRD
patterns was performed using Difwin software. Phase analysis
was carried out by comparing the interplanar distances and
relative intensities of the investigated samples with the
standard according to JCPDS 79-0205 [29]. X-ray signals
were normalized to the intensity of the (002) peak of the
wurtzite phase of ZnO.

equation:

1 N
Pi  12 .

N i 1

It was established that at the initial stage of the films
deposition (τ = 45 min) a densely packed array of grains was
formed with mainly hexagonal forms with diameters in the
range of 0.5 - 1.0 μm and lengths in the range of  0.4 μm.
The grains were oriented to the axis of [002] and grew at
various angles to the substrate (Fig. 1 b). With the increase
reaction time (τ = 60 min), the initial layer was covered by
hexagonal prismatic nanorods with length of 2 μm and
thickness of 0.3 - 0.5 μm (Fig. 1 c). Further increase of the
deposition time led to growth of socket with new nanorods. At

, where I i and I 0 i are the integral

I 0i 

intensity of the i- diffraction peak for the film samples and the
standards, respectively; and N is the number of lines in the
diffraction pattern. Thereafter, the dependences Pi - (hkl)i and
Pi – φ were established, where (hkl)i is the Miller indexes, φ is
the angle between the chosen direction and normal to different
crystallographic planes, which correspond to the reflection in
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reaction time , min: 45 (b), 60 (c), 120 (d). Typical EDAX
spectra are in the insets

the same time, the space between nanorods overgrew by
filamentous and lamellar crystallites which

indicated changing of growth mechanism. Increasing the
deposition time up to 120 min led to increase in the hexagonal
rod height (2.5 µm) and thickness (0.5 - 0.8 μm). At the same
time nanorods took the form close to the form of poorly
sharpened pencil. Additionally, lamellar crystallites overgrew
with thickness in the range of 0.1-0.3 μm and lateral
dimensions of 2-3 μm.
In order to determine the elemental composition of the
doped samples, EDAX analysis was carried out. Typical
EDAX spectra of as-grown ZnO:Al layers are shown in Fig. 1
(in the inset). As it can be seen in Figure 2, all EDAX spectra
cosist of Zn, O and Al peaks. In the spectra of the films
deposited for short time, except the elements belonging to the
compound components (Zn, O, Al), we registrated extraneous
peaks belonging to elements of the glass substrate (K, Si, Ca).
This is due to the fact that these layers were thin and highly
porous.
The elemental composition of Al doped ZnO layer
determined by EDAX analysis are summarized in Table 1. As
it can be seen from the table, increasing the duration of
deposition led to reduction of aluminum atomic concentration.
This was obviously due to the saturation of the solution and
depletion of reactants.
It was found that during the growth of the films, the
composition significantly changed. At the initial stage of the
synthesis ( = 45 min), ZnO layers were significantly enriched
with oxygen. At the deposition for  = 60 min, excess of metal
was observed. The most stoichiometric films were obtained
for reaction time of  = 60 min. It should be noted that after
the synthesis for  = 60 min, the solution with precursors was
refreshed by a new one. Subsequently, solutions depletion
resulted to reduction of concentration of metal atoms.
XRD patterns of the synthesized ZnO and ZnO:Al layers
are presented in Figure 2. The phase analysis of undoped ZnO
films showed [27] that the dominant intensity had reflections
from the crystallographic plane (002) of the hexagonal phase
of ZnO.
TABLE I.

,

ELEENTAL COMPOSITION OF ZNO:AL FILMS

Concentration, at. %

min

Zn

O

Al

45

17.04

77.33

5.63

0.29

0.22

60

55.32

43.33

1.35

1.31

1.27

90

47.50

48.49

4.01

1.06

0.97

120

33.74

65.35

0.91

0.53

0.52

Also in the X-ray patterns, intense lines were registered at
the angles of 31.79°, 36.24°, 47.66° of the (100), (101), (102)
planes of wurtzite phases of zinc oxide, respectively [29]. As
it can be seen from the figure, in the diffraction patterns of
undoped films, an extranormous phases were not fixed.

Fig. 1. SEM images of cross section ( = 120 min) (а) and
morfology of Al doped ZnO films deposited for various
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Fig. 3. Dependences of the pole density Pi on the angle φ
between the texture axis and the normal to the reflection plane
for ZnO films obtained at , min: 45 (1), 60 (2), 90 (3), 120
(4). The inset shows dependence of orientation factor f on
reaction time fro undoped (1) and doped films (2)

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of undoped (τ = 60 min) and doped
ZnO:Al films obtained at various duration of the deposition ,
min: 1 – 45, 2 – 60, 3 – 90, 4 – 120.
XRD analysis of the ZnO:Al films allowed identifying of
peaks with maximal intensity from reflection of (100), (002),
(101), (102) crystallographic planes of ZnO hexagonal phase.

Fig. 4 showed the dependence of the a and c lattice
constants of ZnO, ZnO:Al films on the duration of the
deposition. In the figure the dotted line corresponded to the
reference data for undoped ZnO [29].

In doped samples with small thickness, these lines were
shifted in relation to the position characteristic for undoped
layers. Moreover in the XRD pattern of thick condensates we
have registered the peaks identified as the reflection of the
(111) plane of Al cubic phase and (-601) of Al2O3 hexagonal
phase.
Calculation of the pole density of synthesized ZnO and
ZnO:Al layers showed (Figure 3) that condensates had weak (f
= 0.52 - 1.87 arb. units) axial growth texture of [002]. This
growth texture was typical for zinc oxide films obtained by
CBD [15]. Dependence of orientation factor f on reaction time
of synthesised layers is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. As it can
be seen from the figure 3, the quality of ZnO:Al texture
decreased after increasing the deposition time. This was due to
the peculiarities of film growth and the presence of aluminum
atoms in the precursor solution. For undoped films we
observed another dependence: increasing the reaction time led
to improvement of the crystalline quality. Similar dependence
was observed for undoped ZnO films obtained from zinc
sulfate and ammonia solutions [26].
We determined the lattice constants of undoped and doped
zinc oxide films. Traditionally, the calculation of lattice
parameters is carried out with the help of traditional equations
using reference value of c/a [32]. This results in reduction of
the accuracy of calculations. Moreover, it is impossible to
determine the c/a ratio characteristic for a particular sample.
To improve the accuracy of determination of lattice constants
(a, c) of the material we used the method of successive
approximations, including an iterative procedure described in
Ref. 33. As a result of calculations it was found that the values
of a, c and their ratio c/a converged after the fourth iteration,
indicating that the procedure of calculation was finished.
Therefore these values were used for further analysis.

Fig. 4. Dependences of lattice constants a, c and their ratio
c/a (fourth iteration) for doped (1) and undoped (2) ZnO films
on the deposition time. The dotted line corresponds to the
values of undoped material
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TABLE II.

STRUCTURAL AND SUB-STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF AL DOPED ZNO FILMS

τ,
min

ZnO:Al
a, nm

c, nm

c/a

a, nm

1 st iteration

45

0.3249

0.52293

c, nm

ZnO
c/a

4 th iteration

1.6095

0.32494

0.52293

L, nm

L, nm

(100)

(002)

(101)

(100)

(002)

(101)

1.60931

19.5

23.2

17.6

24.5

26.4

25.0

54.0

47,3

25.2

26.1

25.2

60

0.32513

0.52075

1.6016

0.32513

0.52135

1.60351

45.5

90

0.32603

0.52009

1.5952

0.32617

0.51953

1.59282

52.3

55.0

48,3

25.5

28.1

25.7

120

0.32097

0.52116

1.62

0.31997

0.52398

1.63759

38.0

39.1

39,4

27.3

28.8

27.1

The values of the lattice parameters of undoped material
weakly depended on the reaction time and varried in the range
of a = 0.32486 – 0.32548 nm, c = 0.52064 – 0.52149 nm.
Simultaneously, the lattice constants of doped ZnO films
varied in a wide range: a = 0.32490 -0.31997 nm, c = 0.52293
- 0.52116 nm and differed from the values listed in the
reference for undoped material (a = 0.32417 nm, c = 0.51876
nm).
At the same time the value of a decreased with increasing
duration of condensates deposition, along with this the value
of c increased.
This effect was obviously caused by the presence of
aluminum atoms in the films. The authors of Ref. 19 found
that the presence of Al atoms in zinc oxide films led to a
decrease of the lattice parameter due to the substitution of Zn
atoms by smaller atoms of Al (rZn2+=0.074 nm; rAl3+=0.053
nm) [19].

Fig. 5. Unit cell volume V and bond lengths between the
atoms of Zn-O (in the inset) of undoped and Al doped ZnO
films as a function of reaction time. The dotted line
corresponds to the reference data

It was confirmed that increasing the deposition time led to
decrease of c/a ratio from 1.6093 to 1.5928, with a significant
increase of this parameter to 1.6376 at  = 120 min.

of L(100) = (24.5 - 27.3) nm, L(002) = (26.4 - 28.8) nm, L(101) =
(25.0 - 27.1) nm .

The estimation of the lattice parameters allowed us to carry
out the calculation of the unit cell volume of hexagonal lattice
and the bond lengths between the atoms of zinc and oxygen in
the material (Fig. 5).

As shown in Table 2, the size of CSD of ZnO:Al films
increased with increasing the duration of the synthesis from 45
to 90 min (L(100) = (19.5 - 52.3) nm, L(002) = (23.2 -55.0) nm,
L(101) = (17.6 - 48.3) nm. Further increasing the time of
deposition up to 120 min caused a significant reduction of
CSD size in all crystallographic directions (L(100) = 38.0 nm,
L(002) = 39.0 nm, L(101) = 39.4 nm). This behavior was caused
by the peculiarities of films growth when at the initial stage of
growth there were formed the oriented nanorods in the
direction of (002), and with increasing deposition time, the
crystallite size increased. Increase of the reaction time up to
120 min led to overgrow the space between nanorods by
filamentous and lamellar crystallites with small thickness and
resulted in a decrease in the average size of CSD. A similar
trend was observed for ZnO:Al films obtained by sol-gel
method and spin-coating in Ref. 34. Furthermore, using
Scherrer equations, R. Chandramohan et al. obtained similar
values of CSD (L = 40.7 - 47.9 nm) for aluminum doped zinc
oxide films synthesized from a solutions of zinc sulfate,
ammonia and sodium hydroxide [24].

The values of the unit cell volume of undoped zinc oxide
films were almost independent of the duration of the
deposition (V = 0.1428-0.1430 nm3). These values are in good
agreement with the reference one (V = 0.1435 nm3).
It was established that the volume of the hexagonal
primitive cell of doped films with small thickness (  = 45-60
min) was V = 0.1434-0.1430 nm3. Increasing the deposition
time of the layers from  = 90 min to  = 120 min resulted in
reduction of the unit cell volume from V = 0.1436 nm3 to V =
0.1394 nm3. Simultaneously, bond lengths between the atoms
of zinc and oxygen changed from l = 0.19802 nm to l =
0.19618 nm. These values differed from the reference ones
given to the bulk undoped material (l = 0.19721 nm), which
was the result of the presence of Al atoms in the films.
Table 2 shows the results of calculations of the CSD size
of the synthesized films. After the deposition for 120 min
these values were growing poorly and varried in the range

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of the structural and substructural
characteristics of undoped and Al doped ZnO films
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synthesized by the method of chemical bath deposition from
an aqueous solution of zinc nitrate, ammonia and aluminum
nitrate at different reaction time was carried out. It was shown
that the growth occurred thought the formation of hexagonal
prismatic nanorods followed by overgrowing of filamentous
and lamellar crystallites.

[4]

It was established that increasing the deposition time of
the layers led to a reduction of the concentration of aluminum
in films from 5.63 to 1.35 (at  = 60 min it was the refreshing
of the solution), and from 4.01 to 0.91 (τ = 120 min), due to
the depletion of chemical reagents during the reaction.

[6]

It was shown that the synthesized ZnO and ZnO:Al
condensates had a hexagonal structure with growth texture of
[002], and the crystalline quality depended on the time of
deposition. It was found that lattice constants of undoped
material weakly depended on the time of synthesis and varied
in the range of a = 0.32486-0.32548 nm, c = 0.52064-0.52149
nm. At the same time, the lattice constants of Al doped ZnO
films varied in the wide range: a = 0.32490-0.31997 nm, c =
0.52293-0.52116 nm. The lattice parameter a decreased with
increasing the duration of the deposition; and lattice parameter
c slightly increased.

[8]

[5]

[7]

[9]

[10]

[11]

The values of CSD of the films obtained at various
reaction time were established. It was shown that the CSD
(L(100) = (24.5 - 27.3) nm, L(002) = (26.4 - 28.8) nm, L(101) =
(25.0 - 27.1) nm) of undoped films weakly increased after
increasing of . In the ZnO:Al films the CSD size increased
with increasing the duration of their synthesis from 45 to 90
min (L(100) = (19.5 - 52.3 nm, L(002) = (23.2 -55.0) nm, L(101) =
(17.6 - 48.3) nm). Further increase of reaction time up to 120
min led to a significant reduction of the CSD size in all
crystallographic directions (L(100) = 38.0 nm, L(002) = 39.0 nm,
L(101) = 39.4 nm) which was due to the peculiarities of ZnO:Al
growth.

[12]

[13]

[14]
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